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The idea of bringing together places around the world that share the name
“Newcastle” came in 1996 from the then Newcastle upon Tyne-based arts
manager John Nicolaou. He created the “Newcastles of the World United”
project, which resulted in a website and a book with this title, covering the
Newcastles of the English-speaking world. The aim was to foster links of
friendship, culture, education and tourism, hopefully leading to economic
links and benefits. Of all the reasons why towns and cities and their citizens
might wish to communicate and exchange, what better reason is there than
where we share the same name?
However, there are also many Newcastles in the non-English speaking world
and, following a visit to Newcastle-under-Lyme, it was the mayor of one of
them, in Shinshiro, Japan, who took the initiative to bring the Newcastles
together via the Newcastles of the World summit, the first taking place in
Japan in 1998 with delegates from Newcastle (South Africa),
Neuburg-an-der-Donau (Germany), Neuchâtel (Switzerland).
New Castle Indiana (USA), New Castle Pennsylvania (USA),
Newcastle-under-Lyme (UK) and Neufchateau (France) joining
their hosts in Japan.
Subsequent gatherings were held in Switzerland 2000, USA
(Newcastles of Indiana & Pennsylvania) 2002, South Africa
2004 and 2010, UK 2006 (Newcastle-under-Lyme) and 2012
(Newcastle upon Tyne) and Germany in 2008. Akhaltsikhe
(Georgia), Nové Hrady (Czech Republic), Jaunpils (Latvia),
Newcastle, Ontario (Canada) and Newcastle, New South Wales
(Australia) attended for the first time in 2012.
From top left:
Neuburg
Shinshiro
Neuchâtel
Akhaltsikhe
Nové Hrady
South Africa
Australia
Kota Bharu
Ontario, Canada
Jaunpils
Newcastle upon
Tyne
Newcastle-underLyme

If you’re interested in any of these opportunities, contact david.faulkner@newcastle.gov.uk who
will try to provide the contacts you’re looking for:
• Trade, business development, chambers of commerce
• Tourism promotion – visit each other’s Newcastles
• Cultural collaborations and exchanges
• Youth Councils working together
• University and college cooperation
• Schools links and exchanges, language skills
• Business clubs – contacts and mutual membership
• Libraries and research collaboration
• Charitable support for less well-developed communities
• Sporting links • Rotary and Lions Clubs, Round Tables

Haiku of Shinshiro, Japan
School of sweet fish
In clear water flowing
Toyokawa River
Michiko Suganuma
Hi-Ondori
Against the summer sky
For the repose of the souls
Kyoko Hamaguchi

From the anthology “Proud to Call It
Home”, one of the many projects that
came out of the gathering of 2012, as
well as a collaborative “Song for
Newcastle”, exhibitions of stamps and
photos from Newcastles around the
world and a unique project which linked
schools in Newcastle upon Tyne with
overseas Newcastle schools.

Tweeting birds
Shadows are cast on
Sakurabuchi
Moonlight
Spreading gradually
Across the rice terrace
From Mt. Ganbo
See Mt. Fuji in the distance
With sweat on the face

Summer is coming
Young leaves at the castle
Full of light delighting the eyes

The first tea of the season
Served first to no one
But the guests

Shitaragahara
Hearing battle cries
First frog calls in the season
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